Introduction
Hsemoglobin was first estimated colorimetrically by Gowers in 1878. He diluted blood with water and compared it with a glycerine-gelatine standard coloured with picrocaimine to match normal blood diluted 1 in 100. The result was given as a percentage of this arbitrary normal.
Gowers's picrocarmine standard was unstable, and the colour was considered unsuited to visual comparison. Accordingly Hoppe-Seyler (1892) (Haldane & Smith, 1899 -1900 that "hsemoglobinometer standards be referred to ox blood of known oxygen capacity" since there is complete parallelism between the colouring power of the blood and its oxygen capacity (Haldane & Smith, 1899 -1900 Haldane, 1901 Whatever the method of hsemoglobinometry adopted, it is desirable that the result of the estimation be expressed in grams of haemoglobin per 100 ml. of blood. But it is impossible to do this directly. Ever since the work of Haldane and Smith (1899-1900) , standards for hsemoglobinometry have been based on the determination of oxygen capacity. There are, however, no reliable data concerning the maximum volume of oxygen or carbon monoxide with which one gram of pure haemoglobin will combine. Hiifner in 1894 estimated the carbon monoxide combining power of ox haemoglobin to be l-34 ml. per gram, and it is customary to employ this factor to calculate the gram-equivalent of human blood from its oxygen capacity. Thus the 100 per cent, on the original Haldane and Sahli instruments was equal to 13"8 and 17'3 gm. Hb. per 100 c.c. respectively. It should be noted, however, that the exact oxygen combining power of pure human haemoglobin is still to be determined. Values for total haemoglobin in blood have been calculated from the iron content of washed red cells (Ponder, 1942;  King, Gilchrist and Mathieson, 1944; Macfarlane, O'Brien, Douglas et at., 1944) , but again precise knowledge as to the exact iron content of pure human haemoglobin is lacking. At Results.
Each instrument was tested three times in the manner described, and the average gram-equivalent of 100 per cent, for each is shown in Table I . Gilchrist & Matheson, 1944 
